Mechanical skin thinning-to-thickening transition observed in vivo through 2D high frequency elastography.
This study was based on two dimensional (2D) high frequency elastography to describe quantitatively the mechanical behavior of the human dermis in vivo. The study was conducted on the forearm skin and elastographic tests were performed using a combination of two devices: an extensiometer developed for the in vivo study of the mechanical behavior of the skin using uniaxial stretching stress, and a 20MHz real time sonographer (Dermcup 2020™) for ultrasound skin imaging. The staggered strain estimation algorithm (SSE) was used to produce elastograms. A temporal cumulative technique was applied to improve elastogram quality and to monitor variations in skin strain during stretching. The influence of the natural skin tension controlled by arm bending was studied and distinctive mechanical behavior was observed for low and high mechanical stress levels. In a preliminary analysis, the reproducibility of measurements was assessed by means of coefficient of variation (CV) in 5 selected healthy volunteers.Finally, two hypotheses linked to the geometrical and structural properties of the dermis are proposed to account for the new findings described in this study.